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Beater type toppers as used in the Nyssa-Nampa District of The Amal
grun~ted Sugar Company during the harvest of 1946, were all eArperimental• How
ever, definite trends as to structural patterns and regulation of ground 
speeds in relation tor. p. m.1s of beater shaft rotation, soon became evi
dent enough to allow forcasting of performance before field trials. Standardi
zation of attachr:.ent devices still awaits ~anufacture of well engineered and 
longer lasting beater paddles. :,Jhen this is achieved the trends of today 
will beco~e standard models, with uniform topping & realization. 

Among the first beater toppers used was the four row single shaft mach
ine, trailed behind the tractor and driven from the power takeoff, with 7 to 
10 inch lengths of 2 inch belting attac hed direc.tly to vertical lugs welded 
to the revolvin::; shaft. Rotation to throw material backward was found to 
be necessary to avoid piling up of shredded material and subsequent plugg
ing. Ground speed of this machine for best perfomance was 2~ E.P.H. at 
near 800 r.p.m.•s of the beater shaft. This gro1~~d speed is equivalent to 
about 3/4 throttle in low of a ;IcCormick Deering "H" or 11 1-1 11 tractor. 

To do a complete and satisfactory topping job with the single shaft 
beater it was necessary to go over each set of rows at least twice, where 
tops were average height -- once from each direction, to clec:m all sides of 
the crown. 11.iore trips were · required where heavier foliage or bad weed 
conditions were encountered. 

The average life of 5 ply ~ inch direct com1ected belting was about 
10 hours due to the short area of maximum flex at the end of the attachment 
lug. To relieve this, various "backing" materials in shorter lengths were 
used to distribute the flex over a longer area. This helped soT'lewhat, but 
frequent r eplacement still was required and brought about use of short lengths 
of log-chain P.S connectirJ.G links between shaft a.nd paddle. 

Additional use of log-chain in shorter lengths to remove the bulk of 
the top foliage while the belting-tipped chain paddles cleaned the crowns, 
reduced the needed beltin:; by half. So most s ~IBfts were equipped with four 
evenly spaced rows of paddles, two opposit e rovrn of rubber tipped chain, with 
only chain in shorter lengths in the other two rows. This developr.1ent became 
r:iore necessary as the h1" rvest season progressed because the tops had lost 
most of their crisp erectYJ.ess due to repeated frosts, and made raore severe 
beating necessary for ccrnplete topping. 

About the time that log-chain came into use the problem of shredding 
of the tops and weeds left lying between the rows came into prominence because 
it was being delivered by lifter-loaders. This problem produced the double
shaft beater, set up with chain and rubber to beat the entire surface of two 
beds and doing the c omplete topping job in one trip over. 
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This being a new type of beater, we lacked operating information. 
Among the first problems to show was horsepower. The first eX'~erimental two 
shaft machine was made to top four rows and was driven from the power takeoff 
of a McCormick Deering "M" tractor. This amount of power would work satis
factoril~r in small tops in low ge01.r at full throttle, but in heavier tops 
it would choke down to the point where neither a satisfactory ground speed 
nor tractor notor speed could be maintained. To relieve this the drive of 
the rear shaft was separa,tect from the power take off drive and powered with 
a separate auxiliary motor. At the s&"Ile time the r.p.m. 1 s of both shafts 
were reduced to near 700. When synchronization was perfected the horse
power demand was reduced by 1/3 from the apparant dema.'1d at higher r.p.m. 1 s 
-- yet the qualit~r of work remained equally good. 

The contrast between the shredding of trash with the single shaft 
beater tv-rice over as compared to the double shaft beater once over was very 
noticeable and attributed to the churning and chopping in the air of the 
material thrown b<e.ckward b~r the front shaft into the paddles of the tear 
shaft, turning in the opposite direction. 

Paddles for bea.ters were the most troublesome problem during 1946, 
with many varied patterns tried with varying degrees of success, It was . 
definitely established that short paddles -- dther chain or rubber -- up 
to 6 inches in length we:-e not practical due to the frequency with which 
they had to be replaced. Paddles of excessive length such as l'.~ inches and 
over were not pra.ctical because of the excessive wear on connecting links 
and the tendenc;:r toward shattering of crowns when high peripheral speeds 
were attained. Best success wns '.1.ad with over-the-row paddles 12 to 11+ inches 
long including the rubber tip, with paddles of :ie~.v-ler chain 2 to 4 inches 
longer beating in the corrugations and between the rows. 

The longer heavier chains used in the corrugations and between the 
rows proved well wort~: w'.1ile in that all weeds and tops were shredded to 3 
inch or smaller lengths, which ma.de them small enough to drop out through 
the bars of the elev.1tor chains of the loaders. Delivered trash is nearly 
negligible · where between-the-row beater paddles are used, oi.nd though power 
demand is i..."1crea.sed somewhat the incre.'..lse is not to the point of trouble
some overload of standard eouipment, unless too much of the chain is allowed 
to dig in tne dirt. 

The paddles found to be the best in terms of hours of life were made 
from cleat materia.l for conveyor belts, cut into 8 inch lengths and attached 
to short lengths of 5/16 inch log chain. 'This material was 5/8 inch thick 
and 2 inches wide with ply center, rubber c·overed except where cut. When 
new material of this type was used the time of usable life approached 30 
hours or nearly 20 acres of topping. ~·There old cleats were used on which 
the rubber coati..."1g was worn off the hours of life were approximately ~ 
that of the new material. This same proportion was evident, in all types 
of rubber covered, ply-centered materials tried. 'dhen any pl;>r was exposed, 
the tendenc~r was for the material to split and become useless in a ve!"'J 
short time. 

Steel cable shows some pror.iise as a beater paddle where tops are 
small allowing lower r.p.m.'s than average to prolong the hours of usable 
life• ilhen cable is used a piece twice the length of the paddle wanted is 
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inserted through the attachment device and usuall;>r clamped Hith an ordinary 
cable clamp, allowing the strands to separate into a semblance of a wire 
brush. During field trials the clamp was often omitted, merely bending the 
cable in the middle to insure its centering in the attachment link. 

Leather paddle tips. and sections from car or trud-: tires were so 
short lived as to be classed as emergency :mat erial only• Until such time 
as e. moulded rubl)er paddle with an embedded metal attachment block can be 
secured or cable found that has more hours of life than ·those tried, the 
present beater paddles can only be defined as mrJ·~eshift. 

\'Jith the types of beater paddles used in 1946 the conclusions indi
co.te that uhen r .. p~m .. 1 s of beater shafts are maintained at between 600 to · 
800, the ground speed should be maintained between 2 and 2~ miles per hour. 
Slower than this will cause undue breakage and shattering of the crowns, 
while faster ground speeds than this will cause incomplete topping and 
necessitate additional trips to get a satisfactory topping job. 

Speeds within these ranges with proper beater paddles and height 
adjustment to fit the field condition, will give sufficient shredding of 
weeds and tops to allow practically no lifter plugging or excessive trash 
delivery, and permit delivery of uniformly topped beets. 

The use of beater toppers during 1946, indicat~d that beaters alone 
were not enough for satisfactory topping in all conditions. The amount of 
power required to complet ely remove all the top-center bud, was much Plore 
than the amount of power required to remove the bale.nee of the top, and 
there was no chance of salvaging eny tops for stock feed. As a result the 
conclusion was reached thc>.t the ideal use of ben.ters for topping would be 
as e. follow-up operation, or in conjunction with a conventional type topper., · 
Allowing the topper only a shallow cut thereby re.>noving the bull~ of the 
foliage to a windrow for feeding purposes and cutting off the top center 
bud to permH complete cleaning of the balance o.f the crmm for "streamer" 
free, trash free, delivered beets. 
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